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INTERNATIONALJOURNAL O F GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY, 49(2) 1999

An Experiential Group Model for
Psychotherapy Supervision

DAVID A . ALTFELD, Ph .D .

ABSTRACT
This articlepresentsan experientialgroup modelof supervision constructedfor bothgroup
and individual therapypresentations, emphasizing conceptsf rom object relations theory
and group-as-a-whole dynamics. It focuses on intrapsychic, interpersonal, and systems
processes, and stresses the group aspectof the supervisory process. Its central thesis is that
material presented in a group supervisory selling stimulates conscious and unconscious
parallel processes in group members. Through here-and-now responses, associations, and
interactions among the supervisory members, countertransference issues that have eluded
the presenter can make themselves known and be worked throughon emotional as well as
cognitive levels. Selected excerptsfrom supervisorysessions demonstrate various attributes
and strengths of the model.

This article presents a model of supervision that the author has evo lved
in a group setting and which has recently been described (Altfeld &
Bernard, 1997) . The model is heav ily experiential and invo lves using
supervisory group members' int eractions as the matrix out of which
supervision occurs. Prior to formulating group supervision in this way,
most supervision that the author was aware of invo lved a member who
presents an ind ividual case or group for consideration and a leader and
group members who focus on understanding th e case or group dynam
ics. From that effort, a picture of the th erapy process is constructed that
the therapist can use in future work with his or her individual patient or
group. In the individual case , through hearing the patient's history,
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238 ALTFELD

presenting problem, family relationships, outside life , and therapist/pa
tient interactions, various supervisory group members and th e leader
construct a meaningful narrative that one hopes brings clarity with it for
the therapist. Similarly for group, a traditional supervisio n of group
therapy might emphasize delineating and understanding the many co m
plex interactions occurring in the group . This is a perfectly good and
legitimate way to do supervision and a time-honored way to proceed.

Nevertheless, aspects about this traditional procedure remain un
satisfying. The problems seem to be several. T oo o fte n group mem
bers' critical responses to the presenting th erapist 's work elicit
reactions of shame, embarrassment, and anxiety that do not provide
an atmosphere for optimal learning. Also, th e amount of feedback
offered by group members can be large, and presenters o fte n feel
overwhelmed. Finally, a moderately experienced clinician can formu
late dynamics reasonably quickly. Given the th eoretical ferment
prevailing today, the oc casion is ripe for disagreement as m embers
advance their own closely held viewpo in ts.

Even when things proceed well, an issue of equal o r greater impor
tance is that the learning that takes place is often o nly cogn itive. When
the problem presented is an outgrowth of a countertran sference issue,
the kind of cognitive learning referred to is often not sufficie n t to
transform the subjective state of th e th erapist to any significant degree.
Too frequently, the case is brought back repeatedly until the unconscious
piece is worked through. At some point it became clear that problems
brought to supervision not of a technical nature o r th e result o f insuffi
cient knowledge are emotional, the result of countertransference blocks,
and require a counteremotional experience for any int ernal shift to occur
in the therapist.

The kind of process that would produce such an emotional sh ift,
however, is traditionally reserved for the therapeutic hour and not the
supervision room. How to accomplish this shift within a structure that
traditionally requires one person to "undress" emotionally while other
therapists in the group work with that person to ach ieve a result, was not
at first clear. This kind of "ho t seat" superviso ry work often seems
ill-advised in the context of institute training programs or a clinic staff
milieu. The idea occurred that all members of th e gro u p could become
as emotionally involved as the presenter. They co uld undergo th eir own
meaningful emotional experience along with th e presenter, who would
then not feel alone, uncovered, and vulnerable , whereas all o thers
remained comfortably "dressed." By focu sing each group member o n his
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EXPERI ENTIAL GROUP MODEL 239

or her own emotional response to the patient presented, as well as to
each other and to their own internal states, while disallowing cognitive
formulations of dynamics, it seemed that something else might occur.

Wh at happened was interesting. Superviso ry groups took on the
therapi st 's problem in an em otional, personal, and interactive way, which
spoke to some of the objections raised about the traditional model. The
presenter, in consequence, often found him or herselfmore able to move
emotionally along with the supervisory group to a different place. A
frequent result was that the therapist felt able to and interested in
returning to the patient or group to work with the issues that had been
troubling prior to the supervision.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

What has evolved to date is an experien tial group model of supervision
cons truc ted for both individual and group therapy presentations, em
phasizing concepts from object relations theory and from group-as-a
whole dynamics. (It can also be employed in the supervision of
supervisors who wish to present their supervisory work.) It focuses on
intrapsychic, interpersonal, and systems processes. The model stresses
the group aspect of the supervisory process, using the unique character
of group processes to execute the group supervision.

The centra l thesis of the model is that material presented in a group
supervisory setting stimulates cons cious and unconscious parallel proc
esse s in group members. Then, through here-and-now responses,
associations, and interactions among the supervisory members, the
countert ransference issues that have eluded the presenter can make
themselves known, and do so in a relatively nonthreatening way. This
method provides a means for the presenting therapist through the course
of the supervisory group to shift his or her ground, and to become more
attuned to both his or her own feelings as well as the patient(s). It is
proposed that the therapist will feel heard by the supervisory group, held
by that group, and taken in and resonated with by its members.

THEORETICAL RATIONALE

How can one theoretically explain this phenomenon of material moving
partly unconsciously "from one group to another," as Ettin (1995) has
called it? Concepts from ego psychology such as unconscious communi
cation and primary process, as well as object relations theory using the
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240 ALTFELD

concepts of parallel process and projective identification, are all helpful
in formulating this methodology.

An important theoretical component of the method is found in
group-as-a-whole work developed by theorists grounded in object rela
tions (Agazarian & Peters, 1981; Bion, 1961; Horwitz, 1977). In their
systems, emphasis is placed on the group as container for the various
affects, projections, displacements, or repressed material that emerge in
sessions. A group can hold onto such material and assimilate it slowly
enough for a member to see and understand what they have brought to
group and have asked the group (or part of the group) to do for them.
The power of the group to hold, frame, contain, and give back to
someone in an assimilable form, that is, to accept the projective identifi
cations and work with them, becomes the transformative medium of the
group process. Ogden (1982) has written extensively on the process of
projective identification in individual psychotherapy and this paradigm
is easily transferable to group process.

Another important influence is that of Gestalt therapy theory (PerIs,
Hefferiine, & Goodman, 1951), which particularly emphasizes here-and
now work, a therapeutic focus that is currently receiving wide acceptance
across a broad range of theory and practice. Gestalt therapy theory also
emphasizes play and playfulness in therapy as curative, and employs
imagery, metaphor, and experiment in guiding therapeutic work. Other
issues that Perls et al. stress are the willingness of the leader to share
psychic contents and feelings, a regard for and emphasis on phenome
nology, and the importance of existential issues in treatment. All of the
above factors have been instrumental in guiding the development of this
supervisory model.

METHOD

The method of this experiential group model of supervision is as follows .
A member volunteers to present a case or group and the other members
are instructed to take note of whatever images, fantasies, feelings,
memories, associations and/or bodily sensations they experience while
listening to the material presented. They are asked to report these inner
data to the group, and to assume that their reactions are related to the
case material, no matter how personal, bizarre, embarrassing, or seem
ingly unrelated to the task at hand they may at first appear. It is also
stressed that these reactions will likely hold some key to the "puzzle" of
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EXPERIENTIAL GROUP MODEL 241

the case, providing a crucial piece in the group's process of discovery.
Group members are thus urged to begin converting what might appear
at first to be merely idiosyncratic internal wanderings into an under
standing that such responses are meaningful countertransference mate
rial. Members are also asked to report responses they are having to one
another or to the leader and to trust that such responses also belong to
the material being presented and not merely to their own private world.

These initial group instructions are easier said than followed,
however. Clinicians are prone to giving opinions, formulations, clini
cal insights , and so on, and it is easy for them to offer interesting
dynamic formulations given a reasonable amount of information.
But to reach inside and respond on this other level is not as natural
and requires some training and experience. Typically, a member may
begin a sentence with the phrase "I feel" and immediately convert it
into a cognitive statement such as "I feel that you are angry with this
patient and not admitting it," or some such interpretive statement,
an assertion that has to do with the other and not the self. Such a
statement, mostly characterizing the presenter and not the member,
is responded to by the leader in the model being described, who say s
something to the effect of, "Yes, you could be right about thi s, we
don't know yet, but that statement is about the presenter. Did you
have some feeling inside related to that statement, or som e feeling
about what the presenter was saying?" By such questions, the leader
begins to induct both that individual and the group into the work
task. This early phase can take some time in an initial group meeting
or consultation. Often, if the group is slow to respond, the group
leader can offer his or her response and so model for the members,
offering his own internal process and reactions. For example, in one
in stance, when a group did not respond, the leader said, "I was having
an image of eating ice cream while you were talking." In another
group, he stated, "I don't know why, the minute you started talking,
I had an image of someone sitt ing comfortably smoking a pipe." In
another instance, he described a farmer raking the ground with a hoe
(and was subsequently told that the patient grew up on a potato
farm) . In still another, the leader told the group he felt an immediate
dislike of the patient being presented. Frequently such images, asso
ciations, and feelings find some connection with the material, some
times immediatel y; of course there are times when n o su ch
connection is made. What the leader's remarks attempt to accom
plish if the group is slow to offer responses, is to relax the members,
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242 ALT FELD

and provide examples of the kind of input being aske d of th em, wh ich
can facilitate their entering into th e process.

It is not always a simple matter for members to accept their subjective
responses as actually related to case material. Unders tanding th at su bj ec
tive states can have a group aspe ct and can func tion as co nta iners for
group process es is an acquire d understanding. To regard private re
sponses, spontaneous associations, and feeling sta tes as part of th e public
domain is often hard to accep t. A recent sessio n in an ongoing supervi
so ry group that focused on individual treatment illustr ates how impor
tant responses can get lost when th e group in struction is ignored , and
th e leader does not follow up eno ugh on the instruction:

It was the custom in this gr oup fo r a member to present the same pati ent two
weeks in a row , but for ce rt ain reasons it was decided th at th is presen ter could
switch and present a new pati ent for her second week. The presente r felt terrible
about her work with this patient, express ing shame and embarrassme nt, saying
she had been doing th e patient harm. The gro up work pro ceed ed normally and ,
by its end, group members felt sa tisfied with the work, o r so it seeme d . In th e
following week , one o f th e members who had been qui e t the wee k befo re
ad mitte d th at she had been upset with the cha nge in pro cedure the wee k befo re ,
feIt alone in her view an d out of ste p with th e res t of the group, felt inadequate
in some way, and left feel ing asha med of her idiosyncra tic and different reaction .

It became clear that regard ing her reactions as p rivate and di fferent
fro m everyone else, led her to hide th em, unable to see that her fee lings
vividly mirrored th ose th e presenter described. A bette r res po nse by th e
leader the week before would have been to inquire of each member
before ending the group abou t th eir reactions to what had taken place.
This might have elicited how all of the group members felt , making it
m ore possible for th e lead er to help the presenter and ot hers to see how
their feelings related to what th e presenter was dealing with.

PRIMARY PROCESS AND THE EXPERIENTIAL GROUP

Primary-process activity is defined here basically as Freud ( 1900/ 1955)
defined it, namely, th e "th in king" of the unconscious. It is highly
in tuitive, employs th e langu age of metaphor and imagery, is not
characte r ized by (bu t ca n be influenced by) wh at its opposite is kn own
as, namely, seco ndary-p rocess thinking, o r rational , logica l d iscourse .
It can be thought of as regressive in nature, governed by need systems,
drive sys te ms, and energ ies, and early relational a ttach men ts. It is a lso
the place where artist s fin d creative in spiration and draw mat erial
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EXPERIENTIAL GROUP MODEL 243

from, what dreams are governed by, and what often characterizes
psychotic processes.

The following example illustrates how, in this working supervisory
model, simple primary-process imagery often furthers the group process,
providing links to the emotional understanding of the case presented:

A suicide in a presenting therapist's family was preventing him from keying in
on a major dynamic in his adolescent patient's life. Hearing the clinical material,
a supervisory group member had the simple image of a blossoming rose being
cut from a rosebush and falling gently to the ground. This image of a shortened
life opened an unforeseen vista for the therapist, who stopped defending against
the feelings of loss aroused in him by his patient, was able to talk about the suicide
in his family, and then felt more empathic with what his patient was feeling.

When a therapist begins a presentation in the supervisory group, the
leader often eases into a receptive state that allows a sitting back and
observing of his own free-forming images, thoughts, and feelings. The
state seems akin to what Freud (1912/1953) described as evenly hovering
attention, an analytic method that has been discussed extensively in the
psychoanalytic literature. Such inner data are viewed in this model as
valuable, and are seen as often encapsulating an important aspect of the
difficulty being presented, although the connection to the case may be
ill-understood at the time.

A lack of such imagery or associative material should be equally noted.
In the following example, the leader's lack of such internal imagery was
taken as a clue to the countertransference difficulty in the case:

The clinical case presented to the supervisory group was that of an individual
treatment ofa 30-year-old woman who had been seen in therapy for several years.
The patient, a go-go dancer, was an early victim of sexual abuse, and had as an
adult been involved in a broad range of acting-out behaviors, sexual and other
wise. While the presenter was describing this, the leader became surprised that
his mind, usually active and responsive, was a blank, described by him in the
group as a "flattened empty space."

The therapist described the patient in detail but said almost nothing about
herself. She spoke of the patient with great concern, but her presentation was
devoid of information about the relationship or her feelings in it. A number of
futile attempts by the group to gather such material followed.

As the group material developed, and the group played with the imagery and
feelings produced by entering the world of go-go dancing, it became clear that
important aspens o f this patient's life and in ner world were being kept out of
the therapy space by the patient as well, in response to the therapist's suppressive
tendencies. For example, the patient had not told the therapist how much
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244 ALTFELD

pleasure she took in behaviors that the therapist had outlined as self-destructive,
bad, and that were holding the patient back from living a better life.

The leader believed that his "empty head" experienced in the begin
ning of the group was part of a parallel process, and represented the
empty space in the therapy relationship that was not being used or filled
in . A dream told by the patient just prior to th e supervisory meeting
suggested that thi s belief had some validity.

The preceding vignette emphasized the role of imagery and its ab
sence, and its relationship to th e parallel process that occurred during a
supervisory group. This particular supervisory session also provided an
example of how projective identifications can play out in an experien tial
supervisory group. Both therapist and patient experienced early sexual
abuse, and their subsequent adaptational responses to that abuse were
polar in nature. The therapist used repressive defenses, whereas the
patient acted out the libidinally exciting aspect of the repressed material.
Each was carrying an opposite piece for the other.

The th erapist brought into the supervisory gr oup that unconscious
tangle, and group members interacted around the central conflict. They
formed subgroups that identified with the two different aspects, with one
subgroup becoming playful and sexy when working with the more
sybaritic impulsiven ess, which had been consciously shunned and
avoided by the therapist. Such a group atmosphere can, in play, become
a welcoming haven for dissociated material, allowing the therapist to
repossess rejected parts of him or herself, and by doing so , to understand
better what the patient is about.

Importantly, the model does not reject cognitive formulations. It
regards them as important additions to the supervisory endeavor and
believes they should follow after the working-through process. It is the
author's belief that when cognitive understanding follows experiential
or emotional understanding, the learning that takes place occurs on a
deeper and more integrated level than cognitive learning alone provides.
Thus, the last part of the method includes an attempt by the supervisory
group to formulate theoretically what transpired on an experiential level
in a supervisory session. The nature of the conflict or problem presented
to the group, the parallel processes, projective identifications, and reso
lutions, if any, are all discussed and formulated where possible by group
members and the leader.

A gr oup-supervisory session quoted extensively in a previous article
(Altfeld & Bernard, 1997), provides another illustration of how in an
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EXPERI ENTIAL G ROUP MODEL 245

expe rient ial group-supervisory session, group members can, through
identification, function as a holding enviro nment for the presenter's
unacceptable affects, and help the presenter reown those affects. In that
containment process, group members may also be helping themselves,
insofar as they ma y be working with difficult parts of themselves:

A therap ist was feeling de valued by a male group patient, feeling se t up by him
and conse que ntly an noyed with him . The patient had been communicating
dissatisfaction with the therapy and scheduled a famil y therapy interview at the
time of the group session . He wanted more from the therapist than he felt he
was ge tt ing and the therapist was feelin g too tense and angry to help the patient
with the issues involved. She directly asked the supervisory group for help with
thi s probl em.

The supervisory group took on the problem, interacting around it, experienc
ing its own anger, and its own sense of being dev alued. Members spoke of
experiences they had with pati ents leaving treatment, threatening "to leave, or
breaking the fra me in o the r ways. Th ere was much interaction aro und themes of
loss, threat of loss, and ab andonment. Later in this gr oup, the presenter began
to cry, and said abo u t the patient, "I feel how vulnerable and alone he feels. "

Use ful imagery and metaphor abo unded . There were man y associations
stress ing the need for safe ty, a lack of feeling protected, many thoughts about
weak boundaries, and also desires to flee the group. Remarks were made such
as, "I want to leave, and am struggling with the door" , "I' m in the wrong place",
"I feel exposed", "O h God, 1 need to get ou t of here. How could 1 leave?"

As can be see n, the group moved to a primary-process level of work
and identified with more unconscious aspects of the presenter's unac
ceptable feelings. The group worked on what she had not yet worked on,
each member in his own way identifying with her. Because of her
resentment of devalued feelings stimulated by the patient and her
unconscious identification with that devalued state, she had not been
able to explore with the patient the meaning of his behavior with her,
but by group's end, she felt eager to return to deal with it.

Another interesting aspect of the model illustrated by this example is
the relationship of the group energy to imagery and image building. Most
frequently, imagery builds among group members as they influence and
affect each other, and forms a composite that becomes eerily accurate as
a rendering of the emotional dilemma occurring among patient, group,
and presenting therapist. The statements and imagery this group expressed
about their fear s of disruption and abandonment illustrate this nicely.

If a presenter in the supervisory group wishes to follow his/her
problematic countertransference response to patients as far as it will
take them personally, there is invariably a resonance with someone
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246 ALT FELD

in his or her own famil y, usually parent , parent substitu te , o r s ib ling.

No pressure is brought to bear o n presenters to e xpose a n d e x p lo re

their charged emotional histories, but when it is fo llowed, a n d the

pain reexperienced, the su p e rvise e often leave s the grou p su p e rvi

sion in a much more positive s ta te :

A therapist presented a rel ati vely new group patient to his supervisory group,
co mplaining of diffi culty he was having co nnec ting with th is pat ient and helping
him to become more integrated into the group . The patien t had brought in
written material con taining life and marital history, as well as work accomplish
ments and history th at he wanted gr oup members to read in orde r to underst and
and help him. The supervisory gr oup expe rienced the emotional flatness in the
presenting therapist's resp onse to thi s pati ent, and their reactions and asso cia
tions ranged from feeling annoyed with the therapist to exp ress ions of feeling
alone, hurt, and set aside by him . At an important moment in the pro cess, the
presenting therapist connected to both the patient and himselfhaving had fathers
who had be en seriously abse nt in their lives, producin g feelings of emp tiness in
both. The therapist realized he had been avo iding the patient emotiona lly. He
had become resistant to empa thizing with th is obsess ionally defended patient
becau se it activated his own un resolved feelings fo r the fat her he had always
yea rn ed for. Expressing these longin gs in the supervisory gro up with their
accom panying sadness led to expressions of greater caring and un derstanding
of the patient's own emp tiness and a des ire to re ach ou t to him,

Sometimes the supervision d o es not seem to pro gr ess for the longest

time. Although the parallel pro cess m ay be at wor k, nothing coheren t

se e ms to crystal lize . At such m oments, it is important for th e su pervisory

leader to stay with the process, keep the frame , tolerate h is o r he r a nxie ty

as well as the group's in the fa ce o f potential fai lu re, a n d wait. The

following vignette illustrates this kind of endeavor:

The therapist felt uncomfortable and embarrassed ab out pr esen tin g this 40 -year
old male lawyer. She had been see ing th e patient for 3 years, bu t felt un clear
about what, if anything, the treatment was accomplishing. A clear thinker, she
felt unclear and twisted ou t of shape by the patient, who refu sed to play by the
rules. Skipping sessions, dismissing the therapist's insights. not talking abo ut
feelings, sleeping in group, trying to dat e grou p members, he ne ver the less kept
co ming to sessions, sometimes arr iving qui te early, sometimes quite late, and at
tim es, not at all. The therapi st was often angry, and found hersel f feeling relieved
when the patient was late , o r didn't sho w.

The th erapist described herself as a warm and caring person, easi ly loving and
empa thic with patients, but uncharacteri stically withholdi ng with th is patient. In
the co urse of the supe rvisory group, a parallel pro cess began, in which the
members found it diffi cult to make co nnections with eac h ot her. Experienced
therapi sts. they did not follow the task instruct ions, did not interact much with
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EXPERIENTIAL GROUP MODEL 247

each other, and remained primarily intellectual, staying within their professional
roles . The leader also felt twisted out of shape, asking too many questions and
makin g interpretations, a role unusual for him in this kind of supervi sory group.

Hungry for love, the patient could not commit himself to any relationship that
might pro vide it. Intellectualization, distancing, devaluin g, acting out, and split
ting were his major defenses, and the group employed some of these as well.Th e
patient was a deprived child, the presenter a deprived therapist, the leader
deprived of material, and the supervisory group deprived of each other. Group
members occasionally had images and metaphors but they did not seem to build
on or relate to each other. Then leader, pre senter, and group allowed them selves
to experience some despair, in effect to lose some heart. Finally an image
emerged that focused the work, namely, that of the Tin Man in the Wizard of Oz;
who desperately needed a heart. Heart damage, and disconnection in the face of
continual devaluation were the motifs of this supervisory story. The therapist felt
tha t if she pursued the lost-heart theme with the patient she would be mocked ,
rejected , and have to reexperience her own early family disappointments. Tr eat
ing this patient demanded the highest ord er of sacrifice from the therapist,
namely, exposing one's heart in the face of potenti al mockery, risking painful
rejection to infuse in the patient a sense of hope and authentic caring.

It was felt th at the leader's willingness to contain and stay with this

difficult, anxious-making, and seemingly unrewarding process was ulti

mately helpful to the presenter and group pro cess.

THE USE OF EXTRA-SUPERVISORY EVENTS

The supervisor in the experiential m odel makes an assumption that

events occurring from the moment th e door is open in su ch a supervi
sory grou p m ay be interconnected and carry meaning later fo r the
su pe rv isio n. That is, nonsupervisory events are also treated as primary
process material, as in the language and events of dreams. Such
material may weirdly fit in with later events, may help in shaping later
eve n ts, an d also may retrospect ively d erive meaning fr om them. Exam

ples of this abound. Someone being late , a misunderstood word, chair
ar r angem ents and seating, a locked door before the group meets,
som e thi ng that sp ills o n th e floor, a casual remark o r joke prior to

beginning the work are common exa m ples . All o f these m inor, some
times trivial , an d seemingly unrelated behaviors a nd even ts o ften find
their way into the primary-process work of th e group as markers,
elucidators, and co n fir mers, supporting the hypothesis of the p ower
of the primary-process work in group . These potential meaning-con
nections between unconnected events are sometimes humorous, a nd
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248 ALTFELD

have the attribute of surprise. They also seem to sho w th emselves so
frequently as to make secondary-process thinking, th at is, our o rderly
expectations about the progression of events through tim e and space,
seem quaint at times. One can respect such sync hron icity, be fright
ened by it, in awe of it , charmed by it , suspicious of it , di sbelieving of
it , or guided by it on the road to discovery.

GROUP SUPERVISION OF A SUPERVISION

O ccasionally a supervisory group member who is also a supe rviso r may
wish to present a problem he o r she is having with a supervi see. The
experiential model is able to work with these dilemmas as well. Because
such a relationship is a step further removed from th e th erapis t/patient
interaction, it can contain additional complexity. The parallel process
may be harder to decipher because of the added pla yers involved. The
following example illustrates a successfu l supervisory group handling of
a supervisory dilemma brought by one of its members:

A member reported to th e supervisory group that she ha d been co ming lat e to
sess ions with a supervisee and was ge nuinely puzzled by it. She realized during
the group process that th e supe rvisee 's patient, a lfi-year-old with severe acti ng
ou t problems, was raising issues fro m her own adolescen ce that she had not
addressed sufficiently. This pain ful unworked-through mate rial seemed co n
nected to her act ing out arou nd th e time boundary with a supervisee, so mething
she would not ordinarily ha ve done. In keeping with th e forma t of th is group
model, she did not discover th is cogn itively. It was worked through in a parall el
process by group members, who became interested in acti ng out agai ns t th e
group su pervisory task and th e lead er. Interestingly, th e superviso r 's mother.
with whom she was never close, had been an acting-out adolescent, and th e
su perviso r had also acted out against this mother. Getting in to uch with her
still-curren t resentment o f her mother's treatment of her", helped her to feel she
could stop depriving the therapi st she was supervising of th e full allo tted tim e
th ey were designated to spend together.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE MODEL TO GROUP TREATMENT

The question has been asked whether and how th is th eoretical ap
proach to supervision differs from the theory th at gover ns the
author's approach to group treatment. The questi on is not a sim ple
o ne as there are a number of d ifferen ces and sim ilar it ies between th e
two modalities . The most obvious d ifference is tha t the goa ls o f the
two are different, that people wh o attend do so for d iffe rent reaso ns,
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EXPERIENTIAL GROUP MODEL 249

and that the service provided is therefore quite different. In addition,
parallel process is a concept developed exclusively to explain phenom
ena that occur in supervision, and not treatment. In the latter, strictly
speaking, there is no transfer of information unconsciously from one
format or group to another. In that regard, then, the two are also
structurally dissimilar. (Even here, though, one can view transference
as the unconscious transfer of feelings from the early family setting
to the treatment setting.)

Those important differences being noted, there are also a number
of striking similarities dynamically. Much that goes on in the expe
riential supervisory group is not unlike the kinds of events one pays
attention to and attempts to stimulate in therapy groups. For exam
ple, encouraging interaction between members as well as attending
to group-as-a-whole phenomena are both therapeutic group leaders'
tasks. In both therapy and experiential supervisory groups, members
are asked to focus on their own processes in relating to others.
Primary-process material is attended to, as are projective identifica
tions, which members place into both the leader and other group
members. In this sense, the approaches to both therapy and experi
ential supervision dovetail or overlap in terms of what is curative,
life-enhancing and productive for people who are working on them
selves emotionally in the presence of, and in interaction with, others.

FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL

Not all of the author's group supervision employs the experiential model
presented here. The model is not suitable for a group of beginning
therapists. They do not have the background for it. They would probably
not understand the theory if it were presented to them. Even more
important, they usually have not done the therapeutic work on them
selves to the degree that this method requires ofpeople. Their resistances
would usually be high and the levels of anxiety that such a group can
stimulate may be too great to sustain the level of interaction and inquiry
called for by the experiential model. More and more, clinicians are
recognizing and writing about the deep regressive levels that seem
required for transformations that free up energy for growth and creative
living (Schermer, 1994). With beginning supervisory training groups,
elucidating countertransference is not a primary goal. Rather, a good
deal of time is spent on structural and boundary issues like establishing
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250 ALTFELD

the frame and making contracts. When such a group moves to more
experienced levels, the focus shifts more to the kinds of events the
experiential model provides. By this time, it is assumed that a basic level
ofpersonal analytic work has been accomplished by the therapists in their
own treatment and that the anxiety that necessarily accompanies experi
entiallearning is better tolerated, and in fact usable.

However, the model should not be viewed as an all or nothing
proposition and can be used in less pure form . One can borrow from
it, use parts of it, shift in and out of it. One can use it as a guide for
the leader to titrate how much experiential learning is desirable at
a given time. The model as a pure distillate is strong and potent in
its intensity and power, but one need not use it only this way. It can
lend itself to a mixed-model formulation. The leader, using his or
her judgment, can shift the focus by introducing didactic questions
into the process and shifting the supervisory group's focus onto
theory or technique issues .

What does this kind of supervisory work attempt to accomplish?
Starting from the negative place, it seems important to detail what it is
not accomplishing. Clearly, it is not teaching the rudiments of group
therapy, such as patient selection, making and forming contracts, dealing
with initial anxiety, and building cohesion. It is not a "how to" method
for the beginning group therapist in that sense. So it does not provide
the kind of security that rules, guidelines, and structure do for the group
therapist who sorely needs them in order to proceed amid what otherwise
appears as an amorphous field .

Implicit in the model is some notion that an ideal experienced
therapist who would maintain perfect contact with patients, and be
in perfect resonance with their various interactions , cannot and does
not exist. It is assumed that in the less than ideal state, impediments
to the perfectly attuned therapist/patient interaction do not result
from lack of technical knowledge or skill. Only internal problems
c o n n e c te d to formative life experiences would disrupt the capacity

of the therapist to understand and resonate with a patient and his
fellow group members. In brief, disruptions, disjunctions, and com
munication problems are the result of countertransferential re
sponses in the therapist that are not yet understood . When
supervisory group members are asked to join in an experiential
search for clarity, one is going to have an impact on the supervisees
worked with. When the group runs successfully, group members
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most often state that th ey feel moved and affected by the process .
"In tense" is a word often used by participants to describe the process
as well as "c reative," "d iffe re n t," "freeing, " and "powerful. "

Id eal running tim e for such a group is about 11;2 to 2 hours, depending
on how often the group meets and the number of people in it. It can be
st ructured as a one-time event, such as a consultation procedure, work
shop, or institute at a conference, o r as a cent ral co mponent in an
ongoing supervisory gro up. When used in an ongoing supe rvisory group,
it is probably important to also incorporat e other more tradi tional
models of supervisory wor k in order to provide an optimal superviso ry
experience. If the group meets regularly, th e time can be reduced to an
hour or an hour and 15 minutes, as the contract is understo od, and th e
members are well acquainted with each other. It is important for th e
lead er to make a contract with atte ndees, outlining what will take place,
what is being asked of them , how the procedure will run, the crucia l
im portance of confide ntiality, and so on. The use of primary-process
material, and the need for the leader to contain so mu ch , makes it
imperative that the group members have a fram e for proceeding. As th e
method was developing, cri ticisms leveled agai nst the procedure or
leader included members feel ing they were not well-enough prepared
for what was to occur, it being a departure fro m the ir accustomed
method of bein g supe rvised. Th ese cri ticisms cu t across differing levels
of expe rience and also see me d rela ted to personality variables of certain
group members. The optimal number ofmembers can vary considerably,
fro m 4 to 20 or so, with the most comfor table number bein g between 12
and 15. If the group meets regularly rather tha n as participants in a
one-time co nsulta tive experience, th e number should probably be
smaller, ra nging fro m six to eight, so that members can have more
fre quent oppo rt unities to presen t their work.

CONCEPTUAUZING THE MODEL IN
SELF PSYCHOLOGICAL TERMS

Alth ou gh the model employs object re lat ions concepts to organize and
explain phenomena focused on in th is article , it is possible to conceptu
alize some of the methodology and results in o ther terms. For exa mple,
self psychologists stress main tenan ce of self-cohes ion as a key theoretical
co ncept and as a centra l goal in therapi st/pat ient interactions.Just as in
a therapy group, a supe rvisory gro up lead er mu st be alert to vulnerabili-
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ties and self-consolidations in group members. The method employed in
our experiential model allows for a presenter's vulnerabilities to be
shared by group supervisory members, producin g, o ne hopes, a nurtur
ing holding environment, and enabling a high degree of self-cohesion in
presenters, as well as other members. Members acknowledging th e ir own
internal states and identifying with the presenter's feelings enabl e th e
presenter to feel heard and understood. This produces more self-cohe
sion and less defen siveness, enabling him or her to move to a more
empathic listening position vis-a-vis a patient or group, a primary goal in
self psych ologi cal work (Fosshage, 1996 ).

THEORETICAL OBJECTIONS

As noted previously, a basic working assumptio n of the methodology of
th is experiential model is that all responses th at group supervisory
members have to the clinical materi al presented is re lated to that case
material. This working assumption is the most questio ned aspect of th e
model. Could not a member's response be a product of his or her own
subj ec tivity rather than a response induced by th e case material? Could
not suc h responses merely represent a member's own in ternal state,
need, wish , or co nflict unrelat ed to the tas k at hand? The model does not
ac tively deny thi s possibility. A group member 's response may be highly
idiosync ra tic and eve n represent an attempt to vee r the grou p away fro m
its in te nded goal. Wh at the model proposes is a layered o r multidimen
sional view, in which responses are re garded as having an intrapsychi c,
sometimes interpersonal , but most definitely a group-determined co m
ponent (Agazarian & Peters, 1981 ), and th e model relies on all of th ese
dimensions for whatever streng th and power it has. People 's histories
and psychi c makeups are uniquely different and it is fro m th is base that
the ind ividual will make his contribution to th e group process and be
affected by the material of the other within a group matr ix.

In a sense, then, one can view th e en tire amalgam of group resp onses
as variably group determined, in which , o ne hopes, those responses that
are not related to the clini cal material drop away, become neutralized,
or if st rong, and begin steering the grou p off course, be contained and
limited by the leader's skill and se nsitivity.

Finally, Sullivan's (1953) oft-quoted dictum, "We are all simply more
human th an otherwise" seems relevant to th e issue un der dis cu ssion, as
it reminds us of our co m monalities , the many existen tial issues all people
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experie nce that allow one to understand in others the many joyful and
painful experiences with which life regularly confronts us. This deep
existenti al base becomes the cru cible for the "ring of fire ," the resonance
among group-supervisory members that encircles the presenter 's di
lemma.

CONCLUSION

In co nclus ion, it is important to state that the method of experien tial
supervision described herein has been an evolving one . It began with
supervision of individu al treatment in an attempt to cont ro l as many
variables as possible. The emphasis was placed on usin g the power and
breadth of th e group process itself as the key to understanding case
dynamics. The more usually cited benefits of working in group were
already in place, such as collegial benefits of hearing other therap ists'
cases, sharing in their struggles, obtaining support from others, the idea
that five or six minds are better than just one, and so on. What was
missing was the kind of learning that experient ial group process can
provide. Once the method seemed workable and productive, it was an
obvious move to include the supe rvision ofgroup within its purview. The
method is still evolving. It is the author 's hope that other s will use th e
methodology, extend its limits, and ope n up its po ssibilities to areas not
yet con sidered.
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